
Notes of Northumberland VCS Assembly Online Network meeting - Adapting service 
provision and challenges during COVID-19 including holding an AGM online 

Monday 20th July 2020 

We heard how two organisations, Bridge and Headway Arts had adapted their service 

provision and the challenges during COVID-19. Headway Arts also talked about holding their 

AGM online. 

Bridge Project – Clair Parker 

https://bridgenorthumberland.co.uk/ 

The Bridge Project helps individuals improve their self-confidence, health and well-being, 

finances and employment skills to move towards a positive outcome e.g. employment, 

training and has continued to provide quality and invaluable support during lockdown. Bridge 

workers provide one to one support and are supporting unemployed individuals to access 

much needed financial and mental wellbeing advice and help to access training and job-

search from home. Isolated people are connected with Bridge Connectors and Buddies 

remotely and are being helped to source bespoke volunteering opportunities as move out of 

lockdown, helping people to gain that invaluable sense of purpose and hope for their future 

They are supporting beneficiaries through telephone calls, digital and spending a lot of time 

listening to people. Bridge workers have the skills to connect with people over the phone. 

Through lockdown they have managed to make contact with a lot more people and have as 

a result supported more people on the project.  Staff tend to be working harder as no 

travelling involved. It has meant consideration has been given to whether phone or online 

may at times be just a valuable as visiting and more cost effective.  

Headway Arts – Allie Walton Robson 

http://headwayarts.co.uk/ 

Provide arts and cultural activities to adults with a learning disability. Involved in local 

national and ERASMUS + projects. Work with 15 partners and tailor projects to the needs of 

groups working across Northumberland. Work involves arts projects, well-being and 

mindfulness, inclusive dance company and print making. The team anticipated lockdown as 

beneficiaries have multiple disabilities and people were shielding, withdrawing and not 

wanting to come to the project. Allie very familiar with using ZOOM as involved in 

International projects. Pleased that on the first Monday of lockdown they were able to hold 

an online session of disabled artists working together. Key driver for all activities – HOPE. 

Some of the beneficiaries had no phones or tablets so digitally excluded. Obtained 

emergency funds from the Arts Council to provide tablets and data packages and dongle 

loaded with internet hours and delivered to homes with arts boxes. Have been holding 4 

days a week programme of workshops including telephone counselling and providing 

emergency first aid counselling, digital and online support.  Anticipate keeping networks and 

peer support going  and having social time after sessions. Mindfulness session through 

painting and have had visitors to creative programme too. They have also been supporting 

people through bereavement. It has also been a window into people’s homes, gaining a 

better understanding of what involved in and benefits. 

https://bridgenorthumberland.co.uk/
http://headwayarts.co.uk/


 

 

 

Online AGM 

• Check that legally you are able to hold an online AGM within articles. You need to 

check your constitution and be able to see all participants so all can contribute.  If 

unsure check with Marc Johnson marc.johnson@northumberlandcva.org.uk for 

advice.  

• Put out notice of AGM within time frame 

• Headway Arts created a film to celebrate and show participatory work throughout the 

year 

• Accounts presently succinctly online. Finance – key pages put online 

• Everyone had the opportunity to be involved. 

• Clear exactly who was attending the AGM from safeguarding perspective. Did not 

send link to the event to an unknown who was given the opportunity to explain who 

they were  

• The AGM was recorded 

• They did not have a signer for the meeting but would have done if it was required. 

Work of Headway Arts serious and not just nice, a catalyst for social change and personal 

development. Creativity central to maintaining humanity throughout this. Will carry on with 

online programme and meetings/ training and workshops as will be some time before many 

will feel confident to go out. 

Video of AGM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Phg8bernA5Q&feature=emb_err_woyt 
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